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1. 
SITTING  OF  WEnNBSDAY 8  •·  JUNE  1977 
IH M  CMa:R:  •.  YAel . 
PresidE!mt 
CONSTITUENT  MEETING 
(The  constituent meeting opened at 9.os  a.m.  in thechamber of the 
Schuman  Building  in Luxembourg). 
Opening of the  second annual  meeting 
The  Preaident  declared the second annual meeting  o~ the' At~P-EEC 
Consultative Assembly  open. 
2.  Memb.er.s.hip  of the Assemblx_ 
The _President  announced  that.·  •  lis~ of the  ~ep~~s~ntatives 
appointe~. to. the  Asseltlb.ty~  .~suartt:. to Article  1  (1)  .·  6'£  the 
ltules of  l)£ocedure •ould ;be. appended  to the minutes of proceedings'. 
He  also statf!d that representatives of .the cape verde  Islands,  Papua 
Mew  Guinea and sao Tom'  and Principe\teuldbe attending as  observers. 
3.  Election- o£  the Bursau 
Pursuant  to Article 6  (1}  of the· Rules of Procedure,the Assembly 
elected it;s Bureau,  which would  consist of the  following  twelve Members: 
Presidente: 
Vice-Presidents: 
4.  order ·of ·business 
Mr  Yace and Mr  c·OJ.ombo 
Mr  Mlln& 
Mrs  Mathe 
Mr  Adriko 
Mr Wijntuin·· 
Mr  Philipps 
Mr  Spenale 
Miss  Flesch 
Mr  de  la  Maltme 
Lord lleay 
Mr Sandri 
On  a  proposal  from  the Joint Committee,  the Assembly adopted  the 
following  order  .. of business·J · 
Wednesday,  10.30 a,m.: 
Foxmal  opening sitting 
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Statement by the Chairman of the Joint committee  on  the action taken 
· on  the resolution adopted by the Assembly on 2  June  1976 
Presentation and  consideration of the report by Lord  REAY  on  .the 
Annual  Report of  the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers 
Wednesday,  3·.30 p.m.: 
Continuation of the debate on the report by Lord  REAY  onthe Annual 
Report of the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers 
Thursday,  9  June 1977 
9.30 a.m.:. 
Continuation of the debate  on  the report by ·LordRBAY  on the Annual 
Report o·f  the ACP-BBC  Council of Ministers 
Friday,  lOJune 1977 
10,00 a.m.: 
Continuation and conclusion of the debate on  the· report by Lord  RBAY 
on the Annual  Report of the ACP-EBC  Council of Ministers 
Vote on the motion for a  resolution contained in Lord REAY's  report 
Any  otherbusiness 
(The  proceedings were adjourned at 9.15 a.m.  and  resumed at 10.30 a.m.) 
FORMAL  OPENING  SITTING 
IN  THE  CHAIR:  MR  COLOMBO .  and  MR  YACE 
Presidents 
On  behalf of· the Assembly,  President  COLOMBO  welcomed all those.participa-
ting in the meeting. 
- 2  -
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Mr  8AMILIYS,  Minister of Agriculture !nd Viticulture,  Minister of Construction, 
representin.g.tbe President of the.Luxembourg  Government said that his  co~ntry 
·was proud to be playing host orice  again to the Assembly  and felt that he 
would be justified in claiming  that,  since Yaounde,  th€3  Grand-Duchy of 
Luxembourg  had.been.unaparing  in its efforts to establish between developed 
and developing  countriea  a  relationship founded  on  juatic;e,  equality and 
cooperation  • 
The  Convention of Lome  had now  been  in force for more  than a  year but 
had lost none  of its originality.  T.he  latest ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers 
meeting had once  ~ain shown that the spirit of Lome- this 'extra dimension' 
inherent  1n the convention  ... ·•s the mov~ f'orce  in this undertaking  and 
diatinguiahed it froaotber multilateral agreements. 
Despitca  the diffic:Ult economic situation the  Convention had undeniably 
been  a  suecess so far.  The  time had now  come  to reflect on  the  achievements 
of the past and the  tasks to be carried .out in the future.  ·He  hoped that 
this would bo  done  in the spirit of frank  cooperation which  had  so 
eatJ11factorily marked dcvelnpmentR  to date. 
He  also expressed the hope  that tho  meeting  of  the  Assembly would 
receive extensive  coverage  in the European press;  the  European Members  of 
Parliament could play their part  i~ ensuring  that the· ideals  on which. 
.  . 
the Assedliy•s workwaa.based were  adequately publicised. 
(Loud  Applause) 
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Mr  YACE,  President of the National Ass!:pbly. 2.£  the Republic of the 
Ivory coast,. and co-President of the ACP-EEC.consultative Assembly  that'll<:ea 
their Royal  B~ghnesses,. the Grand Duke  and Grand  Duchess. of  £\lxembo~rci~  ..  Be 
.  .  .  ;  .  .  .  :  .  '.. .  .  :. 
expressed his gratitude to President Spenale.  and  congratulate~ Presi?~nt 
.  ' 
Colombo.  He  then  thanked the Luxembourg  authorities for their hospitality  •. 
The delegates were gathered to take  stock of their f:irst year of 
coc:>peration and  to ascertain whether the hopes and expectations aroused:' 
by the  co~ventionof Lome  in the ACP  countries had in fact materialized  •. 
The  Convention of Lome  had often been o1t8d as a  model of cOoper& tion 
betw~e~· the. indusb.-ialized and. developing. cOuntries.  But a.  tr•ty·:·~·fcf~'7 ' 
be  ~  IUOr6  than· a  framework  and those  r~sponaible .for qiving .it .11ing:. 
had to engage  in open and fraak dialo9ue. ·  The  Council me•ting iit'l.t-76  . ~­
might have given 'rise to certain doubts,  but the outcome  of the last · 
meeting  in the Fiji Islands was  generally considered' satisfactory.  ··But 
that did not mean  that the ACP  countrd:es had  no  furthe: cl:iticfe.s o:t 
wishes to put. forward.  In this conp.ection he. referred in partfcuiar to 
the generalized preferences scheme. 
The  spirit of the Convention was  first  ~nd foremost an undertaking 
for mutual aid w~lch wasmoreover based on  an economic reality,  since 
Europe,, more  'tluln· any other aree, was  dependent  on  imports  from  ~he, 
developing countries for its supplies of  p~imary commodities.  The, 
Community  should  therefore spare no effort to consolidate its relation.s 
with the developing countries  • 
. Against that background the Convention of Lorn'  lt."a.S  a  precious asset 
both to the ACP  countries and to the Community. 
"Turning  to the North-South dialogue,  he stated t}lat while it had e1'14ed 
in·relative failure,  it had nevertheless led to an increasing awareness  in 
the rich countries of the need for a  minimum  of  justice in the distribution 
of the  f~its of growth.  This  change of heart in the rich countries was· 
due  primarily to Europe which,  by entering into contractual undertakings 
under the Convention of Lam,,  must set the example,  thus giving a  keen spur 
to the efforts of the other industrialized countries. 
Through a  constantly reaffirmed determination,  the Convention of Lom~ 
could become  a  testimony of still greater effective solidarity,  held out as 
a  model  to the world.  As  President Houphouet-Boigny had said,  there was  on 
both sides, 'a complementarity of reason and of the heart which naturally 
leads us  to mutuai  solidarity.• 
(Loud  applause) · 
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Mr  COLOMBO,  Pre§ident of the European  :Parliament  and  Cq.;.  . 
President of  t}le Ac,:.zzc· Con.ultative. As.,t!!mb._ly,  tools  s~9~ of  ~11-e-
first year of full  applicati~~m of tb:~ Convention of Lome·..  The~e h~:d been 
improvements  in trade cooperation and in financial  and .technical ties and· 
~  '  - '  .  ',.  .  ·.·  .  '  ~ 
institu_tionaL cooperation.  The  STABEX  system had operated  satisfactorily, 
the protoc~l·on sugar·and the increase in the number of  P$rtner countries 
were  indications that prOqraas _was  being made. 
'  . 
The  Conv~tion of Lome.was  a  model  of  cooperatio~ 
between the developing.and industrialized coun~ries~  the_Conununity was 
nevertheless  ~ware of the improvements  and progress that had to be made 
in the light o·f experience hitherto. 
With  regar(l to the forthcoming negotiations  on  a  new  Convention,  he 
stressed the importance of the existing institutional links.  He hoped that 
th&.re would be closer ties at the level of political cooperation,  while each 
co\Ultry WoUld be  ~ree; to :search independently for ways  and means of· 
achieving this· in the interests· of strengthening world peace. 
He  appealed to all who  would be taking part to see to it that anew 
Convention did in ·fact enter into force on 1  April  1980 and that economic 
interests and the social partners were associated with  the negotiations. 
The  serious problems of inflation· and unemployment  facing the industria.lized 
countries should not be allowed  to retard cooperation with the developing  . 
countries or to obscure the  fundamental interdependence of North and South, 
as  the London  Sununit had shown. 
Turning to the North-South. dialogue which had just closed,  he. pointed 
out that it had been partially successful  (the  'common  fund' and the  • special 
action')  and expressed the hope that the disagreement as regards consultation 
on  energy and. the indebtedness of the developing countries would be resolved 
in the near  future. 
The  governments  must  now  show  tha.t  they were politically determined to 
establish a  new  international economic  order with a  more equitable.basis offering 
equal prospects and opportunities to all countries.  This would be a slow 
process  but it was  in accordance with the requirements of the international 
community and the conditions  for  the survival of our civilisation. 
{Loud applause) 
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puchy of rNz-'!lYrS.  ,  .,o.int•d out that this was  the· t_hircl. tilae -~~.t the · 
Preeidency :Of  the ~~  of DepUties of·  the Gra"d · Duchy ::c;f  ·L~urg  . 
nad had >t'he  honour· t~  .be  repres~n~ed at the ACP;..Ba:: ,Con~liltatiJiit'ij·~ly. 
•  ..  •  •  .  •  4.  •  .  •  •  .  ' 
A cjreat deill  C)f·prOc,;Jrese  had oJ)een  made .since 1975,  notably with .·:te,'a.rd  to 
euatoms &Jtieil, .  eoo~rati~n and . the stabilisation. of' .  ex~rt:  reveil~··  ' 
.  .  '  . .  . 
8ow.ver•  tJiere' wer• still a  number  Qf problems  _to  bf!  deal.:f:·Wi~i' • 
'the consultative .Ass•bly ha-d  an  important part ·to play  ~.n th1• eo~tion  :. 
it should enable the objec.tivea of the Convent-ion to be  impl-ent~ to. the 
full.  an'd  on  the bafil• of thC!.  conven~ion it ·should be  ~~aibl~~,  ~to  .,Pr: .•  t~ 
the establislua•nt of a  new  wor:l.d  economic  order  .. 
· Mr Schau•  ~onclucled by _calling on  al~ the deleqates to ald:e  . .Veif 
possible  eff~r_t t.o  p.t-OBIOte  human  solidarity. 
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Mlas  Flesch, ·Mtvor of the City of  Luxembourg,  welcomed  the delegates 
to LUXellbourq on behalf of  the people of the capitai.  She expreased the 
hope that the qrc;un<t  that bad been  covered so far would contribute towards 
peace  and h\llliUl  aollcluity. 
In  hnr capacity aB  chairman o!·tho Committee  on  Development  and  Cooperation, 
Miss  Fleseh expreaaed satisfaction that the  meeting waa  beiny held 
immediately following  the conclusion of the  North-South Dialogue.  The  latter, 
abe  thought,  ha~ not been fruitless,  at least from  the point of view of 
development  cot)perat.ion:~  ·Aa  evidence of this was  the agreement by the 
. indQstrializetf eou!ttriea . to ltar-t negotiations in the near future  on  setting 
up a  eOII'II:>n· Ptmc1 '!or the  fin~inq of pri.ry commodity buffer stocks. 
In the absence of a  firm political will,  for  which this Fund  should provide 
the catalyst,  tbebapplness and prosperity of all would be  jeopardized. 
If theywere  determi"fted  to find. suitable solutions,  Miss  Flesch said,  those 
in authority ahOuld  be  .a~re that they oould count on  the  support of the 
peoples.,  althouqh it waa  vitai that the latter should be  informed  fully of 
the iasues involved. 
The  meeting being held this we4k·inLuxembourg provided the opportunity for 
assessing the performance of the Lom&Convention- an audacious  and 
courageous  venture in international solidarity - during its- first year, 
and  for  drawiDg practiciil conclusions  for the  future. 
All who  ware present here today,  the speaker stressed,  had  faith in the 
cooperation between the Community and the ACP  countries.  It was  our 
duty to press on with the task on  which we  had embarked,  correcting and 
improving it. in the interests and  for the prosperity of our peoples. 
In  conclual~Miaa Fl,acb expressed thehope that these  meetings  would  make 
a  valuable eontribution to cooperation between the Community  and 'the  ~P 
states. 
(Loud applause) 
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Assembly  closed. 
(The  proceedings were  suspended at 11.25 a.m.  and  resumed at 11.40 a.m.). 
IN  THE  CHAIR  :  MR  YACE  and  MR  COLOMBO 
Presidents 
5.  Election of the members  of the Joint Committee 
On  a  proposal  from  the Bureau,  the Assembly elected the members  of 
the Joint Committee pursuant to Article 21  of the  Rules  of Procedure. 
The list of members  is appended to the minutes of the sitting. 
6.  Election of the chairmen of the Joint Committee 
The  Assembly elected Mr  KASONGO  and Mr  BERSANI  chairmen of the Joint 
committee. 
7.  Documents  received 
Mr  Yace  announced that he had received the  following  documents: 
- from  the  ACP-E~ Council  of Min.:is ters 
the report of the activities  from  the  Interim Committee covering 
the period 28 February 1975  to  31  March  1976  (Doc.  4/76) 
- the Annual  Report  (1  April  1976  - 31  March  1977)  containing 
the resolution of the ACP-E~ Council of Ministers  on  financial 
and technical cooperation 
the Commission  report to  the  ACP-E~ Council  of Ministers  on  the 
administration of financial and technical aid in 1976  (Doc.  5/77) 
- from  Lord  Reay,  on  behalf of the Joint Committee,  the Annua.l  Report 
of the ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers  and on current problems 
connected with the Lome  Convention  (Doc.  6/77). 
8.  Time-limit  for  tabling amendments 
On  a  proposal  from  President  Yace,  the Assembly  decided to set the  end 
of that day• s  sitting as  the  dea.dline  for  tabling amendments  to Lord 
Reay•s  report on  the annual  report of the ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers. 
- 8  -
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9 •.  Stat.ement.b;y. the Chtiman  ·of the Joint Committee on· the 
Consultative A!Jenbly' s  resolution of 2  June 1976 
Mr  KASONOO,  President of·  the Joint Committee,  informed the Assembly 
of the conclueions reached by the Joint Committee,  which had been 
instructed bytheAssembly to subriit pr<;>posals  for  the-consultation of 
the bodies representing economic  and social  circles~  at the end of its 
discUssions on ·this qUestion in Lome  on  3  :Deceinber  1976.  These were as 
follws: 
- a  day should be set; aside for this consultation 
- the members  of_  :the. Joint Colmllittee and members  from  each associated._ 
country and each  lUX:  Member  State should partie  ipate in the 
consultations 
-only two  representatives  from.each country should be invited as 
spoke~ for the tWo  sides of industry.  Members  of the Ebonomic 
and. Social Caaaittee would represent  economic  and social circles in 
the COstlnunity 
- the choice of ACP  representatives  should be left to the ACP  States 
themselves 
it should be possible· to express  a  wide range of views  in the 
consultations. 
These proposals were endorsed by Mr  Yace and Mr Colombo. 
The  committee had made  ev.ery effort to see that an initial ·meeting 
of this kind was  held in 1977.  Since,  mainly for  financial  reasons,  it would 
be convenient to arrange a  meeting in conjunction with the  ILO  meeting  in 
Geneva,  the date proposed was  9  June 1977. 
Although  tJ:le  organization of this meeting entails certain problems 
the reaction to the proposed meeting,  which would undoubtedly be extremely 
valuable,  has  been  favourable. 
·(Applause) 
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Mr M»Q, laeau tJK\,•tctr  for .§sonoJU,c w  'l•c:Jm.t.cal  QNPU.MitD.··IrtllsltuU;-
•...,f!i!'l,l'(  ...  ~··,  - .......  ~~-;~  ~-- <  •••  ~-~-~J  < 
~·app%-eO:~ti~'-at be1D9  eieete( to', the, Presidency of' the-. AcP-BaC .<~OtaJKf~l·  ·:~f : 
· ~iet._~~;  !l~,.~J,N.I•t1  ..  ~th;t.t.l\~s Pountr¥ would tr¥ tR ~  t~  (1~~·.;  L 
~f that ~if  ice.· •. lti•  ·.pr~~"JK:e  ~~.~tb~·:ACP·&B~  ·~u.lt•ti;>tt~--...  ~y  ..  Watt-~h-~;-·}\:: 
firat.  .. o(-ticial.·a~t as .fl'esid4lnt ·of the ~-SIC.  Count:il of  Mia·iateh  .  .o':.,.~ .... 
*·•~~.-~.ia·th•t the convention of·  .. I.to~:wa•  inthnattcmall.l'"~ · 
applau&t4 :izta.'t}lat  'the international comtllln.ity was  anxious. to see·_~  ,j;~·I:'r  .. , 
could a.vise .an  intemational or worla STABBX  ayatem.  MOtt  ag,....ilente  · · 
betw.e~:··valope~ .·ancs  c!evelopirx.J  countries  now  s~ght  ·f:q  incluc!~'·;.~P.~lfi~ 
provt.siOQe •  ., .  .i.tiaaatrial cooperation•  This plaetd on tbf.•:{; .......  ot.  t~' 
cbnv.nt~  --c,~ry. ltjl~  t:fflO~•Jl>"tl4tY, . .n±t:Zh l\laa.: it.  ;~U ~t~ ~;, 
~mportant ·for the!Q  to •l'laure  effective  implement.tion of tlYit. cioh~tion. · 
FQ~":tllit.·l!".-Oil ·#he ·ACP  .stat~s· h~ci- tecently-1SeeJ1. vtJiy·;ccdCi~-·rit:;·the· 
>~pp.r~t.  ~S..,  ;~~ence  of the ~ity  to t:b6 ~~~1~  ...  1t: QL-
~he,~<  COii••n;ioa.  SO.ve~.  ·  .. ·the  secen~l ACP-Dt  ..  eouncil~_· .....  t:in~r-,tit  ·~j:t.~;:-- .. 
April baa: aei'yed to revive  irit:erest.  ftte  achiev•tn8n.ts.  ~,- ·this· ...  t:~:·~~fJ;f· 
deeply.appreciated. 
Mutual.regard was~.all imPortant  since it eng-endered ·an  appreciatio~; 
of the l)ositions of the partners  on various very  impo~tant  lsa~,.  ~·  ~ #le • 
problems facing  the ACP  stat~s were of v4:1ry  different  ·dfrttensiOtte  'and.·:t.t··~.; 
essential t.o ensure. fulf iti:plementation. of the  CqnventiOn if any  bQ:~~i~~~ 
were to be made  to the aolution of these  problema~: 
With this in !lind Mr  MATC;)KA  now  drew attention to  .  a.  nuaber<.'of. 
difficulties involved in the  implementation of .the Lome  Conve'ati.on~ 
The ACP  state•.,  he said1  were faced with very seriaus  pt;Obt•mi~~~··...,d_  .. : 
could .not afford to tspend  time. on· theoretical ,  argumen'fs.  1'htf  Conv.ntlon·~'  :~ 
was  intended to confer on ACP  exports  term&  and ®nditimus more  tavauta'b1t~.· · 
than those granted to other countries.  The  ACP  States ;had misgivings  ~QUt 
the Comnunity• s  thinking  on this matter.  These ·misgivings were  exace~ba;t•d  · 
by the fact that the ACP  States~  occasionally received information tO·- the effeet 
that the  Comm.~nity had signed preferential agreements with.otheJ:".count.ries 
without first nbtifying  t;he  ACP  States.  There was  also. concern at the 
Community's extension of its generalized preferences  scbei!W!  without 
adequate  safeguarding of the ACP's  trade benefits under the Lome  eonv,ntion. 
It waa  ~rtant that the ACP  states should.  receive  clarificlictiQ& on. these<. 
matters. 
- 10-• 
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~~.c)l':e  s~eifieal.ty, .  .Mr .MATOKA  drew attention to tbe fact that ACP 
beef eX:po,rters  WeJ:e Jlnxiously await;.~ng. the discussions on the conditions to 
govern their exports to the Community  after 1  January 1978.  They  wo~ld not, 
he said, be·able to face  the full competition of the  world's major beef 
·ejcpo~ters,  who· .now .. had renewed access to the commun·ity' s  markets.~  was 
.  .  .  .  ·.  .  ..  .  .  .  .  .  .... 
to be hoped that :the sp•cial me.asurea.  app~ied under the  Lome  Cot:tvention 
would be maintaintt<i. 
~e sP.aker  ~reseed satisfaction at the progress  ma~e in Fiji as 
regards the S-TAI)IX system.  However,  it had to be recognised that the 
gravity of the ~P's problems  required further progress as  a  matter of 
urg~ney.  :ertte ·.  ACP  States  looked to the Assembly  for support in bringing 
'..  ..  ..  .  .  .  .  ,.  -
such pmducts as phosphates,  manganese  arid  rubber under the  STABEX  system. 
Reccq~isJ.ng the  importance~ b\lt also the inadequacies,. of certain 
.  '  .  . 
institutionSf' the ACP.  c~ntries asked the Community  to lend its 'SUpport 
to the creation of a  centre for the. promotion of agricultural prodUcts. 
The  banana  exporti~ states hoped that Protocol 6  would now  be  f~lly 
implemented.  Prompt. aetion'wotild:be  needed if the conditions of the countries 
concerned were to be  improved. 
The  most  diff~eult area of  the· convention was still the sugar 
Protocol.  The  sugar sector continued to face  serious difficulties within 
theCo~nity, a11d  bitterness had arisen between the ACP  States and the 
Community  pn such matters as price negotiations and quotas.  For the sake 
of· the effective implementation of the Convention,  thE!se  problems  had to be 
sol.ved without delay. 
ReferriBJ  now  to the situation in Southern Afr.ica,  Mr  MATOKA  pointed 
out that Africa •  s · contribution to the  ACP~EEC effort would always  falf short 
of the mark until the situation in southern Africa  improved.  The  major 
obstacles to the unity of the African continent were,  he  said,  the regimes 
in Rhodesia,  South Africa and Namibia • 
The·ACP  States had made  great sacrifices.in the  cause of peace  in 
Southern Africa.  He  hoped that Europe would also make  a  contribution.r 
Paradoxically,  Buropeans had been the most decisive motive  force behin8 
the perpetuation of racism in Southern Africa.  EUrope  h~d the  capacity to 
end the  i~ration war in Southern Africa but was  not using  it.  With western 
·supplies of arms  and oil,  Rhodesi•n forcea had  invaded and occupied part of 
Moza~i.que.  This action the ACP  States condemned  in the  strongest terms. 
11  -
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Mr- TO.MLDiSON,  President-in-Office: of the Council of the European 
commu:nities,  drew attention to the significance of the_ .time at which the 
Consultative Assemblywas holding its session:  it_would be able to assess 
the ··first effects of the Convention on the economic development of the 
ACP· States_ and on their .relations with the COmmunity,  while also looking 
to relations be:Yon·d ~  I.  He  proposed to outline to the Aase,mi)ly the 
.  .  ,·  . 
. results of tbe recen:t.ACP•BBC  Council--meeting in Fiji, with particular 
reference to three main points. 
Firstly;  the extant of the cooperation achieved under the Loae 
Convention.  This was  reflected in the large membership of the conventipn, 
the  al~st free ·access granted for ACP  products to the Community market,  the 
sums  committed by tl'le  EUropean  Development -Fund and the European  Investment 
Bank,  the t'ranafer:a paid for the stabilization of e~r_t earnings,  the l 
guaranteed disposal of-1, 300,000 tonnes of sugar at· .a  price coruiidel;ably 
higher thari the WQ'x'ld  Diarltet price;  arid lastly industrial c~pE!ration \mich 
_was  bound t-o.  ha'\l"e .a bentffieia·l  effect~  _MOreover,  this cooperation wa.• .only . 
a  beqinhing. 
secondly,  --the· extent· to which· the  Lon\~ convention introduced su£fic:-iehtly. 
diversified IM1:'b048  to aet lliOst. of_ the econ.omic  difficulties of tb,e recipient  .  . 
Statea whose  st.r"aetur4lt$ s:till differ g.t-eatly.  The  Lome  Convention made ·it· 
-posaible to gJ.ve each ACP  $Ute the form of intervention best· .-uited to its  .  - .  ~  ..  -
needS and ·in aceordanee with :its· owrt.  development prior.ities. 
'thircUy, · ai'ld  Pcarhape  most impor.tant. of all,  the convention was  a  prot~"t:YPe 
for worldt!7iO.  dev~lopaent aid. in tMt i_t  facilitated the progressive: 
harmonization of living ~d  wO-rking  condition~ in the developed cotintries 
and in the thirc:l world.  .The  ~convention stood out as  a  model  to. all by 
its scale,- divers:ity and  comprehensiveness.  That model. was being followed 
by othets. 
Mr- Tomlinson went on to inform the Assembly of the views of the council 
of the European COJIIDlW\.ities,  with particular reference to -the achievements of· 
· the· Fiji meeti~.  - TwO  decisions had been  taken on the stabilization of el(port 
earnings.  The _Coam®ity agreed to eXtend. the &TABEX  sys.tem  to addi  tiona! 
countries and to sevell  nett produe ts.  In the case .of other products the 
council-had"be.xt 1111able  to agree to their inclusion under· the system but 
di<J,  adopt. a  resolui;ion on the attainment of common  objeetives. for commodity 
exports,  sta·i:ing that account inust  be taken of mutual  ACP-EEC  int~rests 
at international>  l.V•l,  particularly through consultations covering important 
. commodities:  rUbber,  cOpPet: and phosphates.  Satisfactory implt!mentation of 
the resoiut-~n  -~ld  ·"help  t'o  J:e~olve the difficulties·  enc-ountered by ACP 
State~ 'expor:tlrill  th08e produ<:ts. 
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. In: cl)nc:t:J.'\la·ion,.  Mr.  TOtal.inso~. ·sta~  ,th~  .  $e:-C.QD'f.,.'ti9a wp  --~•a,.:.  __ 
.  -·  -~·  ..  ;·  :~;·.·  __ --:·_··  ___  ··.:_  ·.  ~ .. ·  ·  -:  - ·_.':  ·_.·  .. ···:·::.-."::·.·-~~-,;<Jr}.:_·_-"·."'.  ~  :",:1;;z  ___ .~;\·;~~::;~i.7 ~---
S~M8.~"-~  ·• time when_ suc(!enes w.ere· :f~ an4 far ~- in:.'~-'~'- -
.· :-::  .. ~~~:~:::a:!4.~:~~t=-~=-=.~~~~  . 
.it iiJ  able~~;  •ea'tber'~·c·~  wttho)Jt· .dtffii.eutty•-•. 
.  . 
c~::(tiijt~·:~-) 
', 
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- 14 1r CHEYSSOI, · Member  of 'the Commivion of the European Communities,  pointed out 
that scarcely a  -week  ago  the developing countries and  the industrialized 
countries .had  met  in Paris, at the Conference on  International Economic 
Cooperation,  to 'Wtirk out sol't;ttions  to certain problems.  Now  they were  meeting 
'  . 
in LU.Xembourg.in  tbe ACP-EEC  COnsultative Assembly. 
However,  the. meeting in Paris had not been .entirely unsuccessful:  the results 
achieved at _this, meetinq,  althcni~ incomplete,  would never have been achieved 
withOut the North-SOuth dialogue. 
He  went  on to compare these teaults with the results achieved under  the  LOme 
Convention. 
Although in Paris  ~he eountries concerned had made  a  joint assessment of the 
energy situation it had pro\1ed.difficult to-pursue the diseussion on  a  world-
wide basis;  in the context of the  Lome  Convention,  however,  it had been 
possible .to  continu~ the  dial~ although admittedly the subjects discussed 
were  not ·of  such c:rucial  importance~ 
It was  true that in J?aris  agreement had been reached on  a  ·common  fund  for 
raw materials but tbe  Lome Convention members  had  made  even  great~r progress 
in certain fields.  He  drew attention particularly to the  STABEX  system under 
which the arrangements were  gearec:i to eac:h  individual product;  this system 
was  at the moment  the only one of its kind in the world. 
In Paris, it had been decided to take  further steps in opening  up the markets. 
There  was  no  further scope for preferential agreements  under the Convention of 
Lome  at the moment:  hoWeVer,  it was  appreciated that the·. extension ·of the 
qeneralize~ preferences  system would have  the effect of eroding  the  advantages 
enjoyed by the ACP  States.  The  Lome  Convention's  policywas original in that 
it represented a  first step towards contractual agreements  in the commercial 
field. 
'lhe  major countries had committed themselves  in Paris  to stepping up their 
development aid but when  the  Lc?me  Convention was  concluded the Connnunity  had 
quadrupled its development aid without shouting it from  the roof tops. 
- 15  -
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_other··:~~~  ~'~"!: ilr~f!Y.!It the  ·~ag· of  ;p~•ct:ie.~~ me_aeuree  -:tn.o;~'fit• 
\!,  '  t  ~--,.J:.,it_  ~- ·iit~::. 
lfo~ eqrMi.nt  -~-·  ·  ..  rea(t~•4 -irt .  P•ria on  etructura1 pr<;>blenie,  . 
l*O.~:of  tbei~rf!atUild <UatriblltiQ1! o€~r  •.  ••• tor out' ~~--~,:• 
·~  ..  ~~~·--··~-.. ~.-.~•·'M  ..  ~;~~oWi.~.-Y·•tb•  ...  -J.oittt~·-M~~:-~:~-:~·  4:-u·i'~·x~ 
1M  hol~  a.~m:J·)d.t~ r•pr•aen:ta·tive•:"'9f· e~mip  and- soci-a-l·t:rD\'taa~•{~~:~--
--~--- --~  '-,  ~·- '  '  .•  - -._  •  '  - '_  ··i/_J  •  •  .  '  '  •.  .  .  ·- ~  ••  • 
.,_., ~·  wi~\~ rvi•. -·~·were i!lte.nded  t9.·~  ·~".··· 
·=~~~£!:~r::=~~~f~~=~~,~-
widtt  M~W..ian::an4_-~re•• would inevJ,tably be slow.  ·In,~ f.k. · ,~--- ':  · .. 
be~1"Jljj UC-~~-ACP  .. $tatea thttre  waadea~;¥  ll.  ~~.-~t 
With .••  ~P  ,t.t.~  ··!o~~  .--~  4tng~e blQ£  i~ ,.. poa_aibl-.. :1;q  41~~-~ 
:~~  ~F~~:· 
eaure  ·aoa~ity- of  ·Ac~on  .  .:.  Altb,Q~9l'f#~-,UQ#~~~te+:y,- t~e..e•ll~, 
~iiO:tba·••ttOn  •.  it  b~,~~~l4\>_.. it;.~~ib~e:~o-.pr~aa,~',~,,ct· .· 
uni~~J:•\~~~i~J.o~~"  .tp•.•~~· ~tJ:aqtb•l ayst~  s'l'Aux • ..  £~,;~;~,·:·-"., 
i~  .bece.li~• it ~~i~.  for  .compe~atory p•yment:.e. 
'J!be ~~- ~f:tt4•: apte• ~·  fa~d  ..  l~t.et•d by the c:oop•ratiot1 .Jle·~twter~·.· 
two aiae., ·of ~ch.  'tb8'  AB~~Jiblf  wa~>a ¢1-~king axa.mpl~. 
- 16  -However#  the mutual  l:'eapect of the parties concerned must be qi  ven practical 
I  >  ••  , 
expression and called 'for a  c:Oalaon  position wl:len  one of the parties was  f•ced 
with  funaame.ntal ·prOblema.  lteferrinq to the comments  by ~  -*toea on' the , 
situation in  . soutllern  .. Africa.  he  reaffirmed the commitment of the  Lome 
sicgnatories ·to the e~  struggle of th~.  African peoples  for their independence. 
deplo~ed all 'formS of racialleii. and ••••  rt$C1  the right of all natio)le to self...: 
determination. 
The  achievements 'of the ,_.t, ana· the protrpects. for the ·futue all depended 
on ·a  c:om.mi ty ol inteteust, an4  Jlltltual  a~thy  •. 
(ApplaujfJ 
('the sitting was  suspended at t.o5p.m. and resumed at 3.lo p.m;) 
IN  THE  CHAIR: 
Mr  YN!E  and Mr COLOMBO ,Presidents 
ll.  Annual  report· of the .ftSP-BIC  Council of Ministers  (continued) 
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.  ·am1  informative.  Coiaprehena ive because a  great many  issues ,.,.  .....  ;~...O~v_,, :>:and 
altb.oligh some· of theai rnig'h1:  be ·of only mal'g1nal  int-rest.,. they. -~•  ~P1 :  · 
!uaaame~ai.·  .iDP#~qce  .-~o: those  di~e.f:t:LY  c~ce~a.  .  Inf~tr~  .. ;-a.  "there . 
••·  d~ill a ·neect_  to expla:Lii the f\lnctionlllg· of a  •uiety.  ~- .----~,_:\_, ·"  - · 
"  1  '  ~  - l ·.  ,, 
coav.il-tion. 
.  Dr.-wing- up ··the  report had involved a  nuni:>er· of :!lif~.icul·t~ee~ ....  The 
fiZ'at dtaft· he.d: _been  ~cussed.  la•t December at the Joillt: CQWlll~t~~i~t~~ 
i~ ~~·.·~nt,a  .  ..,cl •44iti<m•  l!fad.»eertJ~~·  ~,·~·2~,· 
~~t,~~cl,j:p  ·~~t 11nt.il. •it,er the ACP  ~.eil.  o~ ~i·bPI~'W.'~:· 
Pi;iio,,,:~rhll ,  .  .-~.1•  .  .APril, :ud only t~n coul  •.  it-~,.  tranai~t~cl;  :'·p;·J'>·,:- -~~nc!··'t 
- .·  _-··:'~·-~:_~-.  _· __ ,  ..  .~._"·~:  __  ·:~··-·_  ,·:_-~_:·-~·';::~·-·.->·,  :·  ·  .. -··:-:._"::.~~---_·  ··:·  _·:·  -:··  ·- .  . .  . -~~:··_ ·  ..  -- -.·  .·  /~-~~  --..~  :  -·>,~-_.·:1·.·~·.·~-:~<-!~~.':.-~.~:i~~~::~~~~sJ~~~;~> ..  --:~.-::. 
dist~Jll~t.~t  .,:~ a~~t~e,  :W~  .tl'!~~  the :~•port ~a,  :.~ry Ult~t~~·:-,··~·  ·  ·  t  .. ·! 
, ,  •  1:~,~1; li~~·  ~4  ~tlao .~~~~  in •  nUi!i~Je~ oj ··.~!}!~;; .''  .,. 
··~-=;~~k1!~=-~:~,~~·  ~:~~~·  Ati;·,~;,:·  .,~p·-~~~. 
,·  ·:'7"_:,_ 
:  .. •··2·.'':,/·1  •. z~3~;.  .. !~~rt.f ...  t•~t~•i,  ~rd  Jteay_ said,  th•r·:f·~~~:~\~:;~~--·· 
<Political.~ · a• aillgled out  fiv•  ~~J;J~·-_Points: 
(1)  Ther• ti&a· been strQng feelings  amongst ACP  eountr  iea about ~JillitJ  ~~Y  •  •  · 
gener•liaed··PJ:'•t"ere~. scheme which, . .ttwaa  felt:,.:·t·:~' .- .··· ..  ,_. 
;{if{'~~·'"y· . ·  ~~,~~lw.::~~=~~~~;~~~· 
·(2-}  ···· ~t•  ...  OQ~~  an_d  ·dte~atiafaction  · ov•r .tM·  sUp~· 
·~·~~r.lf!~•~tll  ..  _··.agrea~\Pricea· too ·1qw, ·wt  .. -.tll~tr·i·-.  ....  :.~,...·  ..... ·  .. ·  .. ·  .... ·  ..  ''(:·e~~­
<  ~~~·~  t~  ~t;()<:l)l on augn hlld  Dot· been ~~:  £ij~;~~t~ 
ll  >: ..  fJOloe. --•t'• of the Joint comaait.t••  h  •.  ,.nte4 ·the  reaolt.iJ~-.p·, tO.. I~tr·:·· · 
a ..  itional prodUete ·for inclusion under thEt  STABEX .•~.~.  ~~t•'.flflt 
that .1llinerala. ·should be treated diffe"'ntly  ·  froat.·. ~~l-1>:-~ots• 
ana  tha.t ·the' ftmds available tor the sahame •r• ~·t·~·y,~~cu~~a.:Y  · 
if a  e6ramociity··lfke  ec:>PPer ·w..r  .. to be.adde~.- ·In. tbe,~  ~~~i·:O~t$it~A  .  .  .  -
. made  no mention ot specific additional products,  but  u~eral wre  listed 
in paragraph 59 of the· report itself. 
{4)  There was  consid~rable concern about the situation in SQUtbern Africa, 
. which had major  implications  internation.lly alul repr.sented.a  ~.eat to 
peace.  It was,  Lord Reay said,  a  matter with whic:h the co.aunit.Y: ·mu•t 
concern itself. 
{_5)  Therf!ll  had been proposals to include  a  referenc,e to human i·ights in t.hle 
resolutiol'l  •. but although this iasue was  widely  dia~aaed  :no·.·~~U.l. 
- •18  -"· 
amendment to the· draft resolution·  bad been tabled.  The  speaker hoped,  however, 
.that a  future· resolution miqht  include such a  reference:  this would certainly 
have  a  pO.sitive political effect on relations between the EEC  and the ACP 
countries. 
In general,  LordReay conclUded,  the first year of the  LOJilflt·Convention 
had been a  succes~.  The  second· distr.:il:)\~tion under  STABEK had been made, 
two-thirds of regional pmj.ect allocations disbursed,  and the .various trade 
concessions had b•en fully operational· since the convention entered into 
force.  The  Lome  Convention.miqht not be  a  solution to everything,  but it was 
not  true to say that' if could not  do  anything.  The  c~·nity and the ACP 
countries were mutually.  d~n~ent, and thia realization was  centred· to their . 
relations. 
(Loud.applause)" 
Mrs  MATHB,  AmbassadQr of Botewna. to tht  ·§ur~an  ·. COD!!lunities,  welcOm.ed 
the statements made .thi• lllOrninq by previous speake_rs  on the satisfactory 
functioning. of the Lome  ~Qnventlon;.;  She  ~banked Lord· Reay on behalf of 
the ACP.Committee.o~<.Ambassadors·for presenting his report and explained why 
the Committee .had found it necessary to sw.it a  corrigendum.  The  purpo$e 
.of this was  to make. the report ~s balance<! and complete  as~ssihle so that 
·.  ,•  .  .  . 
it could be  u~ed in·  wodting towards .a  de,f~nitive solution on outstandi.ng 
problems such as those affecting sugar,. bananas  and  rum.  These matters would 
have  to be dealt with in the negotiations on  the renewai of the Lome 
·convention.  The  amendments  submitted by the ACP  Secretariat and the Committee 
of Ambassador-s bad been  necess~ry. becausf;!  of the limited time .available for 
drawing  up Lord  Reay• s  report in ·the Join·t Committee •. She  felt that both 
the ACP  andthe BBC  now understood each othe.rta respective positions better 
and hoped that the  shortcanincjs of the existing-agreement would be made 
· good  in. th.e  n.W Lome  conv.ntio11.  Political agreement mus·t  be reached, 
but political aimamust not then be  rendered  impossible to attain through· 
purely technical .ob&~tacles.  The  second Lome  Convention must be beneficial 
to allthe partners,_ and  in particular contribute to a  solution of the ACP 
countries•  develol'ftent  probl~s. 
(Applause)  .. 
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.....  .. ·._. Mr  ABUBAKAR  ALHAJI,  speaking  for  Nigeria,  congratulated Lord Reay on 
his report ~hic·h~  he said,  reflected his commitment  to the Lome Convention. 
The  speaker• s  delegation fully supported any resolution based on this report, 
subject of course to any amendments  that might  be made. 
As  regards  financial  and technical cooperation under  the Lome  Convention, 
Mr  Abubakar Alhaji stressed that need was  the main consideration in granting 
assistance.  Speeial provision had therefore been made  for  the least 
developed countries. 
However,  while supporting the principle of need,  he felt that this 
concept  should be  fully defined.  A country's need should be seen  in terms 
both· of revenue and of responsibilities.  Thus,  some countries were better 
endowed with natural resources  than others but their special responsibilities 
had to be taken into account in assessing their needs. 
If the main purpose of the Lome convention was  to assist developing 
countries,  then States falling within this category,  especially those with 
large populations and low per capita incomes,  should receive adequate 
consideration.  The  speaker therefore hoped that the approach to granting 
assistance to the ACP  countries would be revised in the near  future. 
(Applause) 
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1;c  LHOifSB:~reca.J,le4 t~e aucceaaful operation of the  s'r.A~'asrate-..:_•tr.eae4 
·the i.P,rtattce o.f cooperation in the aqricultu~l sector atu~·o~.~:~on~re.le 
t.DQJ!~  :,ua.,t:he  M/M1>Br  !lf ~rtnu~ to ·the eonvention of.~  ~  ~~.;la  ·. 
~tiCN.~ to.  some ••;.eta .of indttatrial  a)()pe~ation.  ·.  ·.  .  .  .  - ..  ~· · .. · .  . 
'.ftlia wu hllaed -on  the activity of two bodies,  the Conmittee on l:nd\:JJab:ia1  .. 
.  caop.~tion  ·and·· the Centre  for Industrial O.~.lopment which lll.d  -~.;:·--:·".\..1'·.: 
to_ ~~~  ·~tty  ·t(). _tbe_  AC_~ _  countria~.  The. -o~iqe.  ,of: in4"f_~  ·:~~t-~~·  . 
o~·--~:  •••at~t•  ._()Utle-ta.  ori._· the community· mar~~,  ••. •l;l,·l···  _.··~.  ~b•::irlt11.1 
•••  of ~he ~-trle•t  in ·c,rder  to ·avoid  qompetl~ion_·with: i..t:r£•• til  ,~h• · 
·_c~t:V  f!h*t rtow had  to face. a ·frowil'l9 :.:.a't Of' unti~l~nt~  .- ·  I~ :-. •lao 
n.c-.aary  -~()  ~4Uoe the  el[ceesive. power of. liiUltinat.ional  unaart~Zl;.:·:·Jay  .·.  ' 
dt."a~M·.)~p ~,te~r.iip;i~ co4e.:Of conduct in- o.r.:~r to_ aveid.fiVi~:_a··-#~1,.:  .. · 
it~~pJ:e•ai~  _:of  the prOCM'aa  o£ industrialization in ·the ACP  co'tihtriee  ;.·· 
While the 91JtaqJDi  of, the NOrth-South diaJ.ogue had been  dia~~l'lttl~•·.  ::t.~  ... ·.  .
0 
•  •  •  • 
. ·.· ..  '·.  .·  .. _);·.  ..  : ......•..  ··..  .  .· ..  ·· ... •  .. ·'·.· ...  :  .-.>:·.:  :  ·-<>.-~>.'': ..  · ..  ,~  .. ··;,·.(:···.'. ·.,.'. 
CQilvet11:1~::of,,~<:::~'*"~~4\,t:O. ~nsure definite ;prog:teall  ~.W-·t--·Qitl,.._  ••  · 
ti«t_of a_~-·~~:·-.~c  ~r4er~  '  .  .  ..  . . 
··flsl.'M•> 
In Mr~:•s  view the rejection - albeit by a  smallmajurity'- of 
- '~~;~-~  .·  '  .·  .  .  .  ...  ·.  .  .·  .....  :  .  - .  .  .  ._-. .. ·. __ .;·· 
the --~t:..· tabled by Surinam $eeking to add rice to the list  :·· ()f: 
pr~U  covCll'ed by the S'l'AIIU syst• was  due to a  mi81UI~•~dJ,~!I' ~?fthe 
· ~obl••·.  · .lfi:tl'IO\t·t  gol.Jl9~ into its·  irnpor~tlOe  .... a  f9o~tutf.:.  t$Ce
1~.>he 
~aid,  the main  exPort of surinaza aft(tr batritite. 
Bowever, . disappointment should not mean  Q&spair  •.  The- speak~.  eXpt' ..  8ed 
his profound gratitude to the Assembly and 1.n  pa:rtic~.'f:ar. to Lord  Jl.at.w}Jo~  · 
by ment.i~iz'l.g . ti.t .. d.air.O adai  tion in his report,  had paved the w~y· £m:·  . 
ita aecept:a~e:by the· council. 
(APRl&U!!) 
:  .  - ":  ·: 
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l 
Mr  PRESCOTT~  on behalf of the  Soc~alist Group,  welcomed the report by 
l 
Lord Reay.  Much  of what  had beeni, achieved through  the  convention of  Lome 
would help to counterbalance exploitation by ·the colonial powers  in the 
past..  The  decisions of politicians today would be vital in determining 
whether,  as·other speakers had noted,  a  minimum  of justice could be 
achieved in·the future.  The  wealthy countries must be  prepar~d to ensure 
that all countries had a  fair share. 
The  Socialist  Group~  like the European Parliament as  a  whole,  had 
already associated themselves with this approach  through the  conference 
on the Law  of the Sea and the UNCTAD  Trade  Conference. 
The  Convention of Lome  was  evidently most  concerned with economic 
and social cooperation.  .At  the same  time it implied a  formal  contractual 
relationship from which political factors  could not be excluded.  It was 
for this reason that·he particularly welcomed paragraphs  17  and  19 of the 
motion  for a  resolution contained in Lord Reay''s  report which were  specific 
political statements on the situation in Southern Africa.  The  EEC  was  under 
an obligation to take  a  firm line on  the political crisis there.  This  was 
in accordance with the obligations of  the  Meniber  States  in the United Nations, 
where  they had been asked to condemn  South Africa and had repeatedly done  so. 
But as well  as the particular problem of  Southern Africa,  there was  also 
the question,of fundamental  human  rights  in general.  Certain basic individual 
rights  and freedoms  had to be  respected in all countries.  This  requirement 
could not apply to Southern Africa alone,  Britain,  for  example,  had been· 
rightly condemned for violations of human  rights  in Northern  Irelan;d. 
Violations of human  rights  should be  condemned  in all countries where  they 
occurred. 
There were reliable reports  from  international organizations of barbaric 
happenings  in some  of the Member  countries of  the ACP-EEC  Assembly.  It was 
the duty of the Assembly to  condemn  these also.  It would be unacceptable to 
discriminate between countries  in this connection.  While  it was  true that 
the colonial powers  had been guilty of  introducing barbarism to Africa and 
other parts of the world,  that could not  justify a  refusal  to condemn  it 
when  practised in the  newly  independent countries. 
He  recalled President carter's worldwide  initiative on human  rights, 
the position taken by the  EEC  on human  rights at the Helsinki Conference 
and the refusal of the  EEC  to consider applications for membersnp  of the 
Community by third countries  in which human  rights were  not respected. 
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CA/47 /48/49/fin. It-~  the atrong ·feeling of hie grou~ that at thie, the  laa.t -a.~iag 
of tbe Aa~iy  be~ore tbe reruigotiatiOI\ of t;be  convention  0f~ic~\ijt .· 
.  qql~J!tion of ·~  t~bte ebould receive 'ut.nt:ion.  $er~•  .. ~~i011. 
ehout4be  giyt~n to~~dihg tbe  ~li9at~.to  .. renect· f~~"f~hts 
·and. f~~~~···:.t.~  ·~·tbe, ·negotiation~··  t~  t~.·  n...,  conv~t-ion~·  . · .  . ·  :·  . 
(Appl!utt)  . 
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Mr.KASO!GO,  speaking on·behalf of the Republic of Zaire,  congratulated 
Mr  Colombo  and Mr  Yace  on their appointment as Presidents of the Consultative 
Assembly;  he also congratulated Mr  Spenale and Mr  Deschamps.  He  went  on 
to thank the Luxembour9 Government  for playing host to the meeting and 
welcomed  the countries that.Jtad only recently signed the Convention of 
Ltme.  Thanks were also due  to the rapporteur,  Lord aeay. 
In his report,  Lord Reay had  not tried to gloss over the areas  in; 
which progress  ha~ been slaw or difficulties bad arisen.  Nevertheless, 
taking theprovisions·of the Convention all in all, it would be fair to 
say that a  great deal had  been accomplished. 
Considerable progress had been made  in implementing  the  Lome  Convention. 
It was  true. that there had been hold-ups  in certain areas but negotiations 
were  in progress and this in itself ~s  encouraging..  Even  if in some 
fields  solutio~s had notbeeri found as quickly as had been hoped,  work  was 
stillgoiriq on and the.attempt ·to  arr~ve at a  solution was still a  matter 
for concern;  ·thls also was  encouraging. 
The  zaire delegation considered it particularly regrettable that 
copper was  rtpt  covered by the STABEX  system and that no  other possibilities 
had been ·proposed.for the  two countries,  namely Zaire and  zanibia,  which were 
heavily dependent on copper exports.  He  made  a  heartfelt appeal to the bodies 
concerned to try and find a  solution to this problem. 
It was  g.ratifying to see that financial  cooperation and  the  funds 
allocated under the  STABJ!:X  system had .produced satisfactory results. 
He  thanked  the Community  M~er  States and all the other sympathetic 
countries represented at the meeting·who·had helped zaire to  cope with its 
recent difficulties. 
Very little had been achieved in the .field of industrial  cooperation 
so ·far but this was  hardly surprising in that it was  a  new  aspect of 
cooperation in the context of the Lome  Convention.  He  drew attention to the 
risks that tbe ACP  States could incur as a  result of collaboration between 
the governments of tla  industrialized countries and  the  cormnercial  sector. 
The  signature of the Lome  Convention was  a  political act of wide-ranging 
significance to which  Zaire attached considerable  importance. 
(Applause) 
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CA/47/48/49/fin. .·.  Sk ~trtey  4& JI41UIAI•  referting to the queaHQl1  ot''~lizflii · 
prefereneea: .  {oS,J~  said there wa_s  a  need to balance the ·iri£et ••.  of" ehe. 
ACP  St.atu with tli()iie .of otbei' develOpinq cu)un~ies.  ·.  ",'the  Jie.,  ·.:111-~'  ; 
recogiliae4 that the COIIIIl\inity had an ·obiicJatiOn to lt~j, t"Hi. :pO()r ••  .tf  ~-~: ~1.  .  ·- ~  .  . .  .,  .  .'  . .  .  .  . '" .  .  .  . ..  :  .  :  . 
world' 4  d&V.elop,t.ng. countries. 
.  .  . 
Bcwever,  there.was a  ~ger that cettain AC!>  pr~t·~~~~1:4:~bfl-~~ 
by GSP  })rov~'i'(Jna,  and· he therefore welcOaBa  t;be Fiji.  4fici•~ to •«'t.:,~:.it. 
workitlg  GJ:o\1; ;to  raonitor  M!P. exports and·. to consult th  •.. Nz·p  ~-f~~-~~1i  •.  b1g  .· 
the GSP  for 1978. 
sJX. ·  Geoffrey agrHct  tl\at it was vital that both aides r.ained  .. flexible . · 
......  ~- .  }''.  .  - . .  ~ 
in their  ~.U,ations·~~  ·A.nd  be believed 1:hftt  efforts .fhould. })8aae·tc>. 9.:.otb8J: 
wealtby·i~aus~iaiiaed countries - in both.west  ana .:aa.tt  - to  -~.aor~<·to_-help 
·the -th~c!' world. 
If.tbe.fdea of the brotherhood of.ida.naeant· anything#;::~'~-.'hl.Pis$· 
the .ae.;*l.optb9• c·o.unuiee. ·through tt:ade- and. tafd.  Sir.  ~t'frjy·c:i  ....  ·~·~.W.  . 
•  ••  •  :  ·,  •  - •  '  •  •  '  •  •  .,  "·  J  •  ~ •'· 
r..arka- with· the  f'ollor.\finCJ  qUotation: 
• ~  ~-- ~~ee}), ~~~atony path I .met· a  little girl ~ho·  ~a~ c~~ing  on ·'hez- :  ·  .;  • 
. *k.~."r: ~bro~,  'My chj;ld',  I  aai¢ to bm:,' •you .1<.»  ~~~···11~~ .. 
~4ea!·~  .··  ~-·  iOOked at -~ and  -~id::  I it ,18  n~t a  burden-•  ._.;eir~  'tt''•:·my~·  ,•,y,. 
..  .  ..  .  '.- ·J~'<··;?~.f~::~._-:J:;.:··:>: 
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IN  THE  CHAIR;  MRS  MATHE 
... 
Vice-President 
Mr  ADJXBAD8  cong-ratulated Lord Reay  on  his  courageous  and  careful report 
and expressed satiafa.ction at the promising start made  by the  second 
co~sultative Assembly,  in which the European parliamentarians had shown 
their determination to do.everything possible to reduce  t)1e  gap that 
.  . 
separated the indUstrialized countries  from the thirdworld and thus 
facilitate the a.chievement of a  new  world  economic order.  He  hoped that the 
Mell'iber  governments: of the  Comm\lnity  shared this determiriat:ion. 
~ressing satisfaction at the understanding  shown  by the European 
Parliament for the situation in southern Africa,  Mr  Adjibad~ said he hoped 
this ·understandinq·lfa,s shared by the  European governments  and that they would 
take action against south Africa and Rhodesia · to deprive  them of the means 
to sustain their racist regimes.  In line with the  interventions by the 
Zambian min!ster and Mr  Cheysson,  the speaker proposed an  amendment  to the 
mot_ion  for a  resolution contained in Lord Reay' s  report adding,  in  the third · 
line of paragraph 17,  the words  'and against racism'  after the words 
'for independence•. 
Mr  Adjibad$ concluded by stating on behalf of his delegation that his 
country was  willing to deal with the problem of human  rights  in any 
framework  on condition that the  Lo~ Convention did no.t  become  an institution 
able to interfere in the domestic affairs of its MenU:>er  States. 
(Applause) 
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CA/47/48/49/fin. Mr.  LOCKER,  expressing  the point of  view of  the  Chriatian~oo>Democratic Gt"oup, 
en~oraed_the objectives of. the  Lo~e Convention whicb were. well.:on.tbe-way 
to beiliq achieved.,  not\tlithatand~ certain problems.  He pointea o\tt  that 
- '  .  .  .  .  .  .  '  ~ . 
·the  ~istian nemocrat's had recently_ ·announcecfl  in Brust~ela  tb~j;%'  ~~~~$-c .  · 
prcx.Jr~-- folindea.·on peaceful cooperation._betwaen nations.,  iti.ptrtld._'b)t:the  •  ~ 
Lome  convention. 
However •  .· the .  convelltion could and should be extended  an~ imPlemented 
to the full and three principles must be observed: world peace,  to wh+ph 
it  ·was  -everyone •  a  duty· to· contribute:  the fight aga.inat.  racia~  .4iaorilat1nation 
and  ~·-_·aafegu~~inq of h~n  rig-hts  ~d  freeflloms:  ... a .genuine·i.Atecnational 
a octal jutice as a  basis for solidarity between nations •.. 
Althdu.qh relations b.etween Africa·  ·and Europe hac! .. consicierably  ~oyeci 
a$  a  result of the  .Dak.A:r:Conferencethere~waa scope fot:.further:Pr<x.JZieas 
.  .  . 
in .the context of the  Lorrie  convention. 
·ae  .~af.erred_to the North-South dialogue and the .Parts  c~_4u:eliee:_whieh 
ba.d'  ,fa~l~ t<>  1ive up to expectations because.  ~he partidipanta'hai btrt··•'C!e . 
··a  ay8-t.-tic· at:te..pt to offer their ,partners· maximum  conce~ta·iou•anct.: :  ~ . 
b~!9~  the.~failu~e-.to.put forward _coz:-etruct_ive  .propoaala···-ill.•t~~'t.~ .for 
the ut.lia~rit·  of a  lQOre  aquit_ll})le  social ··ys'tez:l. 
i  . 
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~Dr KANU  wished to raise two issues which had already been discussed 
during the proceedings.  He  referred first to the  problems of the mineral-
exporting ACPT  countries,  quoting the example  of Zambia  whose  representative 
h~d told the  meeting that the cost of producing copper in his country 
exceeded the world market price  for  the  commodity.  zambia  was  mining  copper 
eimply to earn foreign exchange.  Mr Cheysson had said that it was.  difficult 
for  the  Community  to give extensive coverage  for  ACP  minerals under the 
S'TABEX  scheme  because of the  enormous  cost that would entail and  the risk of 
price manipulation by the multinationals.  Dr  KANU  conceded that the cost to 
STABEX  would be high but said it must be  seen against the pittance earned by 
the ACP  countries  from their finite resources:  there was  a  need to restore 
justice in ACP-EEC  relations.  He  cited the example of bauxite  for  which  the 
producers earned only 5  to 10 dollars per tonne while·in the· EEC  transporters 
carrying the product  from ports to factories charged more  than that per  tonne. 
The  interests of the mineral-producing countries must  receive closer attention. 
He  then turned to the question of human  rights raised by various  European 
speakers, including Lord Reay,  and urged caution on this sensitive and 
divisive issue.  1he purpose of the Consultative Assembly.was  to promote 
un.ity,  and it-was  an  affront to come  here and  compare  so-called  'barbaric'. 
r~qimes in the ACP  with the ·situation in South Africa.  That was  both insulting 
and misleading.  Most  of the ACP countries in fact respected human  rights but 
at some  time in its hi~tory every country in the world had  seen victims of 
~litical or religious beliefs.  The  subject of human  rights  might be 
discussed at ·an  appropriate time,  but he  pointed out  that  some  countries in 
Europe  seemed to find it convenient to trade with South Africa,  overlooking 
the apartheid in that country which was  an insult to the whole  human  race. 
Tfle  discussion of -such matters  was  out of place in this Assembly. 
(Applause) 
- 29 
CA/47/48/49/fin. congratulated Lord  Reay  on his report and welcomed the extra-
~ordinary success of the Lome  Conventio~, thanks to the  considerable- effc;rts 
of bOth the· ACP>countries and the  EEC  Meaab•r  States,  insofar. aa· .J1ft.fllt" .only 
a  few  months ·all the structures provided for had already b._n  eatab118h4wt.· 
It was  true that there were still certain p~oblems: for  ins·tanca, · 
the  problems  connected with .rum  and bailanafJ  -·which the  speakel:',  as an· 
U,rican Member.  o~ Pa~liament at the French National Assembly,. was very. 
f~iliar with  .-·  and  the desire of certain· ACP  States for tl)e  scope of the 
STABBX  system to be extended.  Undoubtedly  some  of the. ACP  Sbltee• requ.eets 
would be satisfied.  But the chief merit of the Convention was  tbat.it,~d . 
established a system based on the la"A  and  fo~ded on reepec:t f_or  the  dignity 
of onelt fellow  man. 
IndUstrial development was  a  problem.  Europe itself was ·  ~eeki.ng 
alternative solutions and  should not be regarded as.  a  universal  n\Od~l··  'rbe 
ACP  .States should resist ·the  temptation of growth which could be·  ~trimerital 
to their natural resources,  their conunon  sense approach and their sense of 
solidarity.  One  of the basic factors  in the spirit of Lome  was  tha:t·it left 
it to the ACP States themselves  to decide how  they should develop.  · Europe_ 
merely helped  them to achieve their objectives. 
Mr  Cheysson had  reassured those who  saw generalized ·preferences aa a 
threat.to the advantages  enjoyed by  the ACP  countries;  funds  and  r11~ources 
· were  limited but obviously those  who  had  the  beat  claim would be given 
priority. 
The  Lome  Convention,  with its unique  system for guaranteeing resources, 
was  an example  that would  in the future be  copied  in other parts of the world. 
+ts signatories_ would be pioneers in establishing a  new.kind of relationship. 
It was  a  solid foundation  for future developnent. 
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~.··· .. 
Invited by tl)e  President to reply to a  question raised by Lord  Reay  on 
the  economic and social sectors of the Member  States and the  ~CP States, 
Mr  MATOKA,  President of the ACP-EEC  Councfr'o:P· M  l++eze,:  I!!Rdd-t:fnlt:" the-
Council had examined this matter at its meeting in Fiji in the  light of the 
consultative Aas~ly's resolution of June  1976.  TheCouncil of Ministers 
had instr.ucted the Committee  of Ambassadors  to continue with this examination. 
This would make  it possible to take account of the results of the  meeting 
that week  be'tween  the Assembly and the economic  and social sectors.  It would 
also. involve the insti:tution of a  contact group proposed by the Community  in 
the  context of industrial cooperation.  These  contacts,  the principle of which 
was  generally accepted and was  contained in the Convention of Lome,  had to be 
organized with caution and care.  They also· had to take account of the 
particular situation of each of the partners of the Convention and ensure that 
the  solutions adopted would assist flexibly and efficiently the  implementation· 
of the convention. 
On  a  propoat!i.l  £.rom  the President,  the Assenibly decided that the 
sitting of Thursday,  9  June  1977  should commence  at 10.30 a.m.  instead of 
9.30  a.m. 
13.  Agenda  for next sitting 
The  Presid~nt announced that the  agenda for the next sitting to be held 
on Thursday,  9  June  1977  at 10.30 a.m.  would consist of the continuation of 
the  debate  on  the report by Lord Reay  on the Annual  Report  of the ACP-EEC 
council of Ministers. 
The  President declared the sitting closed. 
(The  sitting closed at 5.55 p.m.) 
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.  SITTING  01'  THURSDAY~  9  .JUNE  197  7 
. IN  THE  CHAIR:  MR  COLOMBO  and  MR  Y.ACE 
Presidents . 
The. sitting was  opened.  at~. 10.40  a~m. 
1.  Tribute 
President Colombo  paid tribute. to the late Abbe  Laudrin who  had  for 
many  years  made  an  important contribution to thework of first the Conference 
and then  the Assembly. 
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2.  Annual  report of the ACP-EEC  Council of Mini?ters  (continue4). 
After  p~ying tribute to the memory of  Mr _Laudrin  and  Mt:.  Siaaolc.O,. 
· ---. DBSCHM«Ps  pointed out that the Consultative Asseillbly  ~  by·  d·~itt!.tion,. '! · 
was  not empowered  to take binding decisions.  . Its task wa•  tO pave  the 
way for such d$<:iaJion.s  by means  of qlear and realistic resolution• :.in 
the.  context of  ~· pelicy whole objective was  t.o  set U.p·a.ntnJj,;i.n~rnational 
·-.con~c o~der to the  foundations of which we  could. make  our.  cOntl:ib~tion  .: 
. without necessarily knowing what its final  form. would "-·  · 
-· 
There were  v~rious aspects to the  'spirit of :Lom&i: 
the need·tO· ensure  a  more  equal distribution of research 
a  realistic appx-oac'h  in the  choice of .Eissantial aectQr•: ·and 
appropriate-methods 
a  sense. of proportion,  in other words  the ne.ed  to· -make  ·pr~r:eaa- in 
all the  various  forums  of discussion. 
'l'here were several lessons to be learned from our .experienCes: . 
it was  important to show  solidarity between the  va~ioU. groupe 
rep;reeent.ed;  thus in order for  the  conventi~n to be  ·-.~c;ce•kful•c · · 
Europe  must·  continue to prosper. 
it must be said quite frankly that ·the three o~jectivea la~d:.ddwn 
in Paris -.the creation of ·a  permanent energy  con.•~ilt~().n-~r~~ the 
sti.at\llat.ion o.£  investments  and the continuity of  aC:<;e1J8. to ;raw 
materials- were·in no way egotistical. 
no sector;  ev•n  a  sector  · as  minor as  clove  produ~ion  ~  cc;\Jl;d:  ·~  . _ 
regarded as negligible if it was  important to one of the ·p.a;itn.ers • 
.  ""e Assembly was  a  kind of  'think.,:t~k.'  but it was ·alsd  .a  ~la~· in 
Whtch  ft-iertdej)ipa  could' ctevelop.  .He  hope~ ~at {t woul •.  .,.  :poaato1~ to . 
progr•••  from· a  realiatlc solidarity ·to a  genuine  broth'ei-tl~f 
(Applause}·. 
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Mr  ADRIXQ  paid tribute to Lord  Reay  and to the work of the Joint Committee  in 
drafting the. motion  for  a  resolution;  he  hoped that the proceedings of the 
Assembly would have  an effective impact on the institutions of the Lome 
Convention. 
He  went  on to speak of the ACP's  difficulties in transporting their 
products  to Europe  and  the rest of the world because of the their weak 
transport infrastructures and the high  ~ates charged by shipping lines often 
controlled by multinational companies.  This  problem was  particularly acute 
for  the  landlocked and island countries,  and should,  inhis view,  be  examined 
in the  context of the  Lome  Convention.  He  hoped too that practical measures 
could be  taken in the  North-South dialogue where  work  on  the  new  economic 
order was  proceedi:ng in a  difficult period of inflation and serious currency 
fluctuations.  Nevertheless  a  start must  now  be  made  ori  bridging the gap 
between the rich and poor countries. 
Turning to a  matter of _principle  concerning the work-of the Consultative 
Assembly,  Mr Adriko felt that sensitive issues  such  as .human  rights should not 
be  raised in the  context of the  Lome Convention or of negotiations  on its 
renewal.  ThE:!  problem of human rights was  complicated by political interpreta-
tion and  sometimas biased newspaper reporting,  and had  now  become  a  weapon  in 
the  cold war  between the  USA  and the U-SSR.  The  EEC  must  on  ho  account  draw 
the ACP  into a  similar conflict otherwise the benefits of Lorn$  would  be 
jeopardized.  The  ACP  countries respected the principle of non-interference 
in each other's internal affairs.  They had  no  joint forum  like the  European 
Parliament to prepare  a  common  position:  they were  justly proud of their 
national sovereignty  an~ would  on  no account sacrifice it to considerations 
of tied aid or trade. 
The  South.African problem was  of a  different nature.  Condemnation of 
apartheid was  general and in his  view the  EEC  should look  for  ways  of 
providing material,  financial  and  moral support to the liberation movements 
in Africa.  Mr  Adriko felt that paragraphs  17  and 19 of the  motion  for  a 
resolution should be  amended to that effect. 
(Applause) 
- 34  - CA/4?/48/49/fin. Mr  PISONI began by stressing the novel character of the cooperation model 
established 'by the Lome  Convention.  The latter was  not based on  vague 
sentiment-s  of brotherhood or,  indeed,  paternalism,  no~ on  relationah~.P$-
ol force: -.d--.d~!cm, but on  reciproc-ity· of advantage  and the -•~ci(rgn:i.tion 
- - . 
of the  irtteJ:depelldency of industrialized anddeveloping  eouhtri.e~.: 
The  absence of major differences of opinion between the  CQJimUnity  and-
the ACP,  together with the general feeling of satisfaction Which  had been 
expressed during the debates  yesterday and  today,  clearly dembnetrai;•d 
the value of the system. 
Turning to the question of human  riqht$,- the •peaker agreed that this 
issu-e  should not become  a  source of division between the Lotti.  convention 
partner states.  However,  he felt that reapect  for  human  rights aho\11.d  remain 
a  prime objective which' was,  moreover,  in line with the spirit Of  LOIIlG. 
The participation of trade union  organizations  in the  implement-ati~~ -of  t~'Et -
Convention was  yet another proof of the fundamental  iinpo:ttanc:e; of _t1tft:-hutttart-_ 
rights  issue. -
The  results achieved so far boded well for the future.  The  new  L-~ 
convention would be aiming at, .amonst  other things,  revit.al'.is~n9 ·e::oop.ration 
in the industrial sector.  lt would- certainly stimulate rela'tJ;C>rta' ij~t~n· 
the Community·-and ·the ACP··countries. 
(Applau.se) 
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.. -Mr MMBHAT  ·. joineil  with the previous  speakers in congratulating 
Lord Reay  on his excellent report and  the manner  in which he  had 
presented it. 
The  purpose  of this meeting was. to consider the state of implementation 
of the Convention of Loml.  Cooperation was  progressing satisfactorily 
despite certain pro}:)lems  waich were mainly the result of the  current 
economic situation. 
·Despite the dif.ficulty of the  sugar negotiations  ag.r:eement  had heen 
reached  on the prices guaranteed to the ACP  States.  However,  there was 
still a  grea·t deal of work  to be done  in regard to other products. 
Gabon  was  anxious to cooperate.with the· other ACP  States  in 
.  .  . 
combating  under-developnent;  like all the other participants it had  a 
I 
sincere belief in the.Loml·policy,  and  indeed,  that was  why  they were 
here. 
(Applause) 
- 36- CA/47/48/49/fin. Mr  OSBORN  welcomed  the  oppo:rtunity of attending the Conference. and 
congratulated Lord  REAY  on his report.  One  of his inflin .concern·s was  to 
consider possibilities for the creation of wealth.which in turn eouldprovide 
the means  of enhancing the quality of life.  This.wasa.lonq~sta"CU.ng txoaditio:ri 
in the Conununity countries that could be  applied to  devoelopmen~.  cooperation~· 
Refer$nce had been made  to the growing gap  betwe~n the rich.and poor countries. 
A useful contribution the Assembly could make  in thier con:neetion  woulc;! ··.·be!!  .. to 
prepare  and analyse  comparative statistics based.on thetime worked in different 
countries in order to buy essential goods. 
With regard to Mr  PRESCOTT's  statement on political troubles in African 
countries he  felt that.the main  concern of the industrialized countries should · 
be with the economic aspects.  It was  essential to encourage  ecoru>mio· activity 
that :would  guarantee  a  fair share of resources and prosperity in all countries. 
Wealth creating activity would be  necessary if the  developing  countrif;ts  were 
topurchase the Community's  agricultural surpluses.  Relations ehould.be 
stabilized through commodity  agreements.  The  developing cotmtriesh&.d to be 
provided with industrial and  technological know...;.how.  It was  essential to 
expand the introduction of intermediate technology to these c:ountries,·which 
must be  enabled to help themselves if their serious unemployment and ·bal~~c-$ of 
pa~nts problems 'Were  to be  checked.  At  the ·same  time,.  the  indust,:ri•~ ··inti:<>-
- '  .  '  .,-
duced to developing countries should be  geared tolocal conditions and heeds. 
There  was  an unfortunate  tendency to be  suspicious of firms  making  a  profit 
and of multinational undertakings.  It should be  remembered that the multi-
nationals in particular were  capable of providing a  strong and independen,t 
investment.  Companies  would  not invest unless  they expected·to make  profits 
and their investment was  secure. 
It was  natural for developing countries to look to Europe to provide investment 
and know-how.  But  they must understand that unemployment  in Europewould 
reduce·its ability to provide  finance.  There  was  a  one-to-one'relationship 
between  economic performance  in Europe  and in the  developing countries.  The 
natural resources of many developing countries were  a  source of great 
potential wealth which  could be  re~lized through cooperation with.European 
undertakings  on mutually beneficial joint operations. 
(Applause) 
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IN  THE  CHAIR:  MR  PHILIPPS 
Vice-President 
Mr MAGA  LE ·,  Minister of State of. the Central African Empire,  said that 
regional and  inter-regional cooperation was  important in that it ensured 
the diversification of the economies  of the ACP  States,  reduced their 
econc;>'!lic  dependence,  opened_ up wide markets and  enabled the resources of 
each state to be ·used to the full.  The  Lome  negotiations had the 
particular advantage  that they provided for special arrangements  for 
industrial promotion and also for transport and _communications  and 
provided the necessary financial resources to guarantee development  in 
·these sectorsa 
The  Central African Empire delegation welcomed 'the establishment of 
the first outline programme  and proposed,  in an amendment  to paragraph 11 
of the motion for a  resolution,  that a  second programme  should be drawn 
up,  relating in particular to the most under-developed· countries.  The 
speaker also welcomed  the setting up of the ACP-EEC  sub-committee  to 
study specific problems of development affecting the  landlocked countries 
and  islands. 
Mr Maga  Le  expressed the hope,  on behalf of his  d~legation,  that the 
Committee of Ambassadors would  consider the  suggestion  included in the 
recommendations  of the ACP  Council meeting  in Fiji that an agricultural 
development centre should be set up for the ACP  States to help those 
countries whose  economies  depended mainly on  agriculture. 
Finally,  the Central African delegation endorsed  the views  of the 
ACP  representatives who  had protested against the minority racialist 
regimes  in southern Africa.  The  right of self determination was  sacred. 
However,  he  did not feel  that the Lome  Convention  should be a  platfo~ 
for political and moral  discussions  on  such matters;  its purpose was 
primarily economic. 
{Applause) 
- 38  - CA/47/48/49/fin. Mr  SANDRI  str~ssed tha.t the  E~-ACP Consultative A~s~bly was  a  political 
assembly,.which ought not to .. ~astrict itself to merely making  fin'e. speeches: 
on  the contrary,  it ought also to concern itself with prjictical ptohlems 
and provide answers  to technical questions.  It was  these  COn$~derat.iQ!lS 
that led the speaker to regard Lord ReaY:' s  report,  which coy.ere,d all  .. 
aspects of Wbat ··had been achieved at Lome  as well as the p::t"ogress  made  since 
then,  .so highly. 
It was  said with some  justification that the Lorn&  Convention represented 
a  nE!W  approach  to relations between  the developing and industrialized 
countries.  It had,  and would continue to have,  international ,repercussions: 
it ·had already provided the inspiration for  the. agreeJttents with the Maghreb 
and Mashrek countries.  It had also had an effect on· t;he intellectuai lwel. 
· It was  thus  that the STJ\B'EX  system had in a  way been taken as  a  point of· 
reference.in the North-South Dialogue. 
The Convention,  which was  the work of man,  certainly had its faultst 
but it was nevertheless a  reality,  especially in comparison: with the North-
South Dialogue.  In the absence of other international  forums,  efforts were 
made  to refer everything to the Lome  Convention.  There was  a  danger in this 
because,  to  take  STABEX  as an  example,  it was  altogether  impossibl~ to extend 
this scheme to every product:  a  better solution would be to  se~ to increase 
the  funds  allocated under this system so as  to  make aids. granted· by the 
Community more effective.  Nevertheless,  the problem of stabilizing the 
prices of primary commodities  should be  dealt with at world level and not.· 
solely in the framework  of the Lome  Convention. 
The  ACP  countries should call on .the Community to display  the po,litical 
will that it had not  shown  in the North-South Dialogue.  Account  should be 
taken of the fact that Africa was  going through an unsettled period which might 
well  bode  ~ more serious upheaval.  There was  a  real risk that the major 
political and military powers would become  involved in Afric::a.  Was  Europe 
in  a.  position to prevent this?  The  speaker thought that it was,  although he 
stressed that,  to  do  so,  the Community would have to provide the countries 
of Africa with: 
{1)  total support in the str.uggle  for  independence 
{2)  total· support in the struggle for racial equality and 
{3)  effective help which respected both the options and identities of these 
countries. 
(Applause) 
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IN  '1'HE  CHAIR:  MR  WIJNTUIN 
Vice-President 
Mr RAZAFrMBAmlJX.,  after referrir19' briefly to the position on the  land-locked 
countries,  the  use  of  ilang-_ilang,  the  importance of  infrastructures and  aid 
for  the·development of lines of communication,  went  on  to discuss  four 
fundamental  ques·tions:  Lome  or the  continuation of  Yaounde,  the generalized 
preferences  system,  human  rights and relations between  LomE!  and the North-
South Conference. 
In regard to the first of these points,  he  drew attention to the 
concern expressed by the  ACP  states after the Fiji council meeting:  certain 
countries had.been·granted more  advantageous  terms  for  the  import  of some 
products  to the European market.  In view of the fact that Lome  was  a 
continuation of  Yaounde,  the associated states.shotild have  the  'right of 
pr:lmo<Jotd.tur.o•.  He  felt  thal  tJauw  c•nuntrJeu  Hhould  lJc;  cJrn:nt:ed  fii(H'tl  fnvrHII'f1f;'l, 
t erma  under  Lome  I I. 
As  regards preferences,  the  ACP  States were  menibers  of the Group of  77, 
which,  in all its resolutions,  included a  clause upholding  the benefits 
conferred under  the· Lome  Convention.  The  EEC's preferential system included 
such powerful  developing  countries. as Brazil which  carried much  more weight 
than the weaker countries.  The  Common  Market,  which  was  a  'polygamous' 
organization,  must  look after the  interests of the  ACP  States which stood  in 
the  same position as  a  'lawful wife'  rather than  favouring  more  recently 
acquired  'concubines'. 
On  tho  que::~ Lion  of  human  r  igl1t~J,  th.e  Malagasy delegation  endorsed  the 
view  expressed by  most  of  the  ACP  delegates  and felt  that  some  of  the 
requests  that had been  made  could have  an explosive  effect.  The  Convention's 
objectives were primarily economic  and  should not be  jeopardized by intro-
ducing  sUbjective considerations;  it was better to let well  alone. 
~!though the North-South dialogue  and the  UNCTAD  Conference had had 
disappointing results they had nevertheless been stimulating._  It was  now 
an appropriate  time  to remove  the obstacles to general  development  and peace. 
Efforts were  needed at worldwide,  regional  and national level  and  in all 
cases.mankind must  emerge  as  the victor. 
(Applause) 
- 40- CA/ 47/48/49/fin. 3 •  Change  in tbe aqenda 
On  a  proposal  from  the President,  the Assembly' decided that:the 
sitting of Friday lo June 1977  sh()uld commence  at 9.30 a.m.  and  not 10.00 a.m. 
as originally planned. 
4.  Agenda  for next sitting 
The  President announced that the agenda for  the. sitting· of Friday,· 
10  JU~e would be as  follows: 
9,30 a.m  •. 
- Continuation and conclusion of the debate on_.Lord  ~eay•  s  report. 
- Voteon·the motion for a  resolution contained in the-report. 
- Any  other business  • 
. 'the.· sitting closed at ·1.10  p•m~· 
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SJ'n'ING OF  PRllle\L  10 JUII. 1217 
IN TP CHAIR:  Hlt XACI 
President 
The  sittinq was  opened at 9.45  a.m  • 
-42  - cA/41/48/49/fin. 1 ..  Annual  report of the ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers  {continued) 
Mr .MULWA  began by stressing the. vall.le of micro proj.acta which, 
he said,  llad  a  more  immediate  impact,  especially in ru.ral areas,  tlian ,majo~ 
· 1onq-term proj  e~ts·.  But there was  a  need to simplify proce.durea to enahle 
such micro projects to be  implemented rapidly and flexibly  • 
. The  speaker noted that some  European parliamentarians bad, expre•a•d 
concern about the possible repercussions of the transf_er oftechnology·to 
ACP  countries.  It might be better,  he· felt,  to talk of  • sharinq technology' 
rather than  • transferring technology•.  However, .there was· a  problem, 
. and one  could not realistically arqu.e  for  'limited industrialization 
1 in the 
ACPwith  a  view· tO preventing unemployment  in community cauntriea. 
Afte~ all,  unenployment  in the Acp·  was  a  far  .greater problem than in Europe·.· 
and' development of ·the  agricul~ural sector could not replaee· iruSu•~rialization 
as  a  source of  jobs. 
Turning to the question of human  rights,  Mr ·Mulwa  said he  thaught that 
a  distinction should be  ckawn between violations of human  rights. in South 
Africa and Rhodesia and alleged violations elsewhere:  a.partheid,  as the 
.UN  bad. agreed,  could not be· desct.lbed as  an  • internal m.attar'but was  of 
international concern.  The  same  applied to Rhodesia,· whose  regime,  under 
international law,  did not  even exist. 
The  Kenyan delegation was  not opposed to discussing the issue, but who, 
in the framework of  the  Lo~ Convent  ion,  was  to be the  judge .  of violations, 
and Who  was going to prosecute?  It would be better to' leave the question of 
human  rights to the United Nations,  where  the relevant .machinery already 
existed. 
The  results of the Consultative Assembly's  discussions had been,  tlie 
speaker concluded,  both practical and fruitful,  and bad helped lay the 
groundwork for the later negotiations on Lome  II.  Whilst recognizing the 
extent of their other commitments,  he hoped that more me:nbers  of the Eu;ropean 
Parliament would find it poss·~le to attend the next meeting of the 
consultative Assenbly. 
(Applause) 
- 43  - CA/47/48/49/fin. After paying tribute to the work of the leading figures  in the 
Con.wltative Assembly and Joint  Committee~  particular.ly Mr  Yace,  and 
having thanked the Luxembourg authorities  for their kind hospitality, 
Mr  HDilf expressed his satisfaction at the results achieved under  the 
Convention.  This  ne*ll  spirit,  embodied in an agreement which  met  fundamental 
needs  on both sides,  would have a  significant impact  on  future  developments. 
The outline  exist~d and it remained to fill in the details.  Great 
achievements were within our grasp provided that mankind remained the 
focus of .our attention. 
{Applause) 
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/ Lord  REAY  expressed his appreciation for the favourable  comments.· tha~ 
almost every speaker had made_  about his report  •.  It was· ~ssib_ie to reply 
:..  /.  ":,·  ..  ';" ··-#  ..  ~.~·~  ~.  •  '  ·-., 
~dequately to all the  ideas. and ·fiQggJestio,ns ·that had ):)aen .~put,  f,().zt~.~.,~d he 
would ·therefore concentrate  on·cert:ain~main points. 
··, 
With regard to generalized preferences he agreed that the benefits 
~ranted to a  first group of countries  should not be diluted by subsequently 
·extending the scheme.  A  distinction should be made  between trade preferences  .  .  -~-: ~--~.· .. 
and financial  or food  aid in this connection.  As  a  .9'f\lll;E!r-+  J;Ule.~be,n_e:fAciary  ~ 
aountries should have  an  idea in advance of the subsequent trade policy of 
~eir partners. 
He  still felt that it had ·been right not to includJI.' proposals for  additional· 
products to be covered by the STABEX  scheme at tlie present staqe.  Lack of time 
and  information had prevented him from  consideri~ the  inclusio~ of mineral 
pro~ucts, but he  agreed that the European Parliament should study this further. 
·He then turned to the question of southern Africa and human  rights.  Be 
hoped that t];le  ACP  delegates would. not leave the Conference feeling that .the 
EEC  was  trying to interfere in the  internal affairs of their  countries~  Be 
agreed·that there was  a  fundamental  difference between the oppressive  regimes 
in southern Africa that were'based on the institutionalized philosophy of 
apartheid and the denial of human  rights by a  regime  that depended on the life 
of one person. 
At  the same  time he felt that a  provision or regulation on human  rights 
should be considered carefully at some  time  in the future.  This  could 
strengthen the  Convention,  in particular vis-a~vis outside critics, by 
underlining  its common  political philosophy and the  common  standards to which 
all its members  adhered in principle.  This was  however  a  delicate matter 
which  could not be rushed. 
45  CA/ 47/48/49/fin. 
' The  general rapporteur at the following  year's Conference would be  a 
delegate of  an ACP  state.  Lord REAY  felt that the  Conference procedqre 
would be  improved if information relating to the meeting  of the council. of 
Ministers were made  available  immediately to the  ra~porteur and the 
rapporteur invited to attend the meeting of the  council. 
He  felt that considerable progress had been made  at this year•s 
Assembly  co·mpared  with that of last year.  Since the oil crisis of 
1973  there had been constant  international  consultat~ons at all levels 
and the Conference had succeeded in establishing valuable a>ntacts 
and trust between delegates  on both sides. 
(Applause) 
Mr  ADJIBAJDE  tabled an oral amendment  to paragraph 17 of the motion 
for a  resolution seeking to insert the words  •and against racialism• 
after the word  'independence•. 
The  2:apporteur s·aid  that he  c~uld accept this amendment. 
on a  proposal  from  the President,  the Assembly decided to take the 
amendment  into con$ideration. 
'rh.e  Assembly  now  voted on the motion for a  resolution and first 
adopted Mr  Adjibade's amendment. 
It then adopted the motion for a  resolution,  accordingly modified. 
2.  Document  received 
·The  President announced  that he  had  rece_J.ved  fr~  Mr  Bersani and 
Mr  Rasonqo,  chairmen,  on behalf of the Joint Committee,  a  motion  for a 
resolution on 
cooperation with the representatives of the  ec:onomic 
and social groups  of the ACP  States and  the EEC  (Doc.  7/77). 
The  As-s~ly decided to censider this document  immediately. 
CA/·47/48/49/fin  .--3.  Cooperation with representatives of economic  and social groups 
, Mr  BBRSANI~  in his capacity as  co-chairman of. the Joint Cot~aittee, 
prea~C~~nted a  lllQtion on -cooperation.with··representatives of econcndc  and. 
soeial interests in ·the MP and ES:  States. 
Aft:er expressing his satisfac:tior:l at the results achieve4 ·a_t;tli';~..r.tillg 
held on  the preVious  day,  he pointed out that the participants :bad  Urt.~iaiou'sly  ·  ·  · - ·,  ·  ,,  -~  ~  :  :: :ir: ·  . ·  ·  '  -. ·  ·,'" .·.:·  ·  .  ·  . 
advoc:a.ted  ~·  organization of an  annual dialogUe of this kind in o~~r t,o 
proll\Ote _pax-ticipation of the various sociu groups  in the implEiientllUon. of·· 
the Convention of Lome. 
However,  opinions differed on the best way of implementating such  a 
project.  Some  people felt that the provisions of Article 80 (5)  of· tbe 
Convention provided the necessary  fram~ork for the Conaultative-A8a..-ably 
and  it~ bodies,  while others maintained that participation of ~onoaaie  ~uu:t 
social interests shouid also be encouraged in· other aganeiea,  sueh aa the 
centre for  Industrial Development and the Joint centr.e for.  Agrio~itu~~l 
DevelQpment perhaps on the basis of Article 74 of the Convention.  ··Finally 
sOIIle  de'leqates wanted. .an· institutional  framework  to be prc:>vided rapi«l.y for 
this  dialogu~ ~hile  .. others preferred to await the.  outcome, o-f  tlte~. st.u.U.• "_,.4 
initiatives of the other institutions established und•r the ConY.ttntion4> 
.  .  . 
In view of the complex nature of the problem and  th~ diversity of j:he· 
positions adopted,  the Joint committee requested the  C~nsul,tative Ass~ly  .. 
for authorisation to continue its consideration of procedures _for  closer· 
cooperation with representatives of economic  and social interests -in, the·. 
ACP  and  EJ.OC!  States; it would report  back later. 
(Applause) 
The ass.mly then voted on . the motion  for  a  resolution c.on:t:a..inec1  in 
document  7/77.  The  motion was  adopted. 
4.  Closure of the second annual meeting 
·After ·thanking the partie  ipants,  the President declared the second 
annual meeting of the ACP-EPX:  Consultative Assembly closed. 
The sitting was closed at 10.40 a.m. 
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